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Chapter 6



Dynamic Programming 6.1



Introduction



So far, we have only consider the maximization or minimization of a given function, subject to some constraints. Such a problem is (sometimes) called a static optimization problem because there is only one decision to make, namely choosing the variables that optimizes the objective function. In some cases, writing down or evaluating the objective function itself may be complicated. Furthermore, in many decision problems the decision maker do not make a single but multiple decisions over time. Dynamic programming (DP) is a mathematical programming (optimization) technique that exploits the sequential structure of the problem. It is easier to understand the logic by examples instead of the abstract formulation. Suppose that you want to minimize the function f (x1 , x2 ) = 2x21 − 2x1 x2 + x22 − 2x1 − 4x2 . One way to solve this is to compute the gradient and set it equal to zero, so         4x1 − 2x2 − 2 3 0 x1 ∇f (x1 , x2 ) = = = . ⇐⇒ −2x1 + 2x2 − 4 5 0 x2 (This is only a necessary condition for optimality, but it turns out that the objective function is convex because the Hessian is positive definite, so it is also sufficient.) Another way to solve this problem is in two steps. First, assume that we have already determined the value of x1 , so treat x1 as a constant. Then the objective function is a (convex) quadratic function in x2 . Taking the partial derivative with respect to x2 and setting it equal to zero, we get ∂f = −2x1 + 2x2 − 4 = 0 ⇐⇒ x2 = x1 + 2. ∂x2 Then the function value is g(x1 ) := f (x1 , x1 + 2) = 2x21 − 2x1 (x1 + 2) + (x1 + 2)2 − 2x1 − 4(x1 + 2) = x21 − 6x1 − 4. 1
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g(x) is the minimum value that we can attain if we choose x2 optimally, given x1 = x. Clearly we can solve the original problem by choosing x1 so as to minimize g. Since g is a convex quadratic function, setting the derivative equal to zero, we get g ′ (x1 ) = 2x1 − 6 = 0 ⇐⇒ x = 3. Therefore the solution is (x1 , x2 ) = (x1 , x1 + 2) = (3, 5), as it should be. Essentially, dynamic programming is breaking a single optimization problem with many variables into multiple optimization problems with fewer variables. Sometimes the problem becomes easier to handle by doing so (especially when the problem is stochastic (probabilistic)). In the above example, we have solved the single problem with two variables min f (x1 , x2 )



x1 ,x2



by breaking it into two problems with one variable each, g(x1 ) = min f (x1 , x2 ) and min g(x1 ). x1



x1



6.2 6.2.1



Examples Knapsack problem



Suppose you are a thief who has broken into a jewelry store. You have a knapsack of size S (an integer) to bring back what you have stolen. There are I types of jewelries indexed by i = 1, 2, . . . , I, and type i jewelry has integer size si and value vi . You want to pack your knapsack so as to maximize the value of jewelries that you have stolen. Formulating this problem as an constrained optimization problem is not particularly hard. i jewelry that you pack, the PI Letting ni be the number ofPtype I total value is i=1 ni vi and the total size is i=1 ni si . Therefore the problem is equivalent to maximize



I X



ni vi



i=1



subject to



I X



ni si ≤ S,



i=1



ni : nonnegative integer. One way to solve this problem is to use the theory on integer linear programming (which I do not discuss further). Another way to solve is to use dynamic programming. Let V (S) be the maximum value of jewelries that can be packed in a size S knapsack. (This is called a value function.) Clearly V (S) = 0 if S < mini si since you cannot pack anything in this case. If you put anything at all in your knapsack (so S ≥ mini si ), clearly you start packing with some type of jewelry. If you put object i, then you get value vi and you are left with size S −si . By the definition of the value function, if you continue packing optimally, you get total value
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V (S − si ) from the remaining space. Therefore if you first pack object i, the maximum value that you can get is vi + V (S − si ). Since you want to pick the first object optimally, you want to maximize this value with respect to i, which will give you the total maximum value V (S) of the original problem. Therefore V (S) = max[vi + V (S − si )]. i



You can iterate this equation (called the Bellman equation) backward starting from V (S) = 0 for S < mini si to find out the maximum value. For example, let I = 3 (three types), (s1 , s2 , s3 ) = (1, 2, 5), and (v1 , v2 , v3 ) = (1, 3, 8). Then V (0) = 0, V (1) = v1 + V (0) = 1, V (2) = max[vi + V (2 − si )] = max {1 + V (1), 3 + V (0)} = max {2, 3} = 3, i



V (3) = max[vi + V (3 − si )] = max {1 + V (2), 3 + V (1)} = max {4, 4} = 4, i



V (4) = max {1 + V (3), 3 + V (2)} = max {5, 6} = 6, V (5) = max {1 + V (4), 3 + V (3), 8 + V (0)} = max {7, 7, 8} = 8, and so on.



6.2.2



Shortest path problem



Suppose that there are locations indexed by i = 1, . . . , I. The direct route from i to j costs cij ≥ 0, with cii = 0. (If there is no direct route from i to j, simply define cij = ∞.) You want to find the cheapest route from any point to any other point. To solve this problem, let VN (i, j) be the minimum cost to connect from i to j with less than or equal to N steps. Let k be the first connection (including possibly k = i). Traveling i to k costs cik , and now you need to travel from k to j in less than or equal to N − 1 steps. If you continue optimally, the cost from k to j is (by the definition of the value function) VN −1 (k, j). Therefore the Bellman equation is VN (i, j) = min {cik + VN −1 (k, j)} . k



Since 0 ≤ VN (i, j) ≤ VN −1 (i, j), the limit limN →∞ VN (i, j) exists.1 Therefore the cheapest path can be found by iterating backwards from V1 (i, j) = cij .



6.2.3



Optimal saving problem



Suppose that you live for T + 1 years indexed by t = 0, 1, . . . , T . You have initial capital k0 . You can either consume some part of it or save it at interest rate 1 In fact, it converges in finite steps. This is because since you visit each point at most once, the number of connections is at most I − 1, so VN = VN−1 for N ≥ I.
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100r%. That is, if you save 1 dollar this year, it will grow to 1 + r dollars next year. Let kt be your capital at the beginning of year t. If you consume ct in year t, the next year’s capital will be kt+1 = (1 + r)(kt − ct ). Assume that the utility function is T X UT (c0 , . . . , cT ) = β t log ct . t=0



(The subscript T in UT means that there are T years to go in the future.) Clearly we have UT (c0 , . . . , cT ) = log c0 + βUT −1 (c1 , . . . , cT ).



Let VT (k) be the maximum utility you get when you start with capital k and there are T years to go. If T = 0, you have no choice but to consume everything, so V0 (k) = log k. If T > 0 and you consume c this year, by the budget equation you will have capital k ′ = (1 + r)(k − c) next year and there will be T − 1 years to go. Therefore the Bellman equation is VT (k) = max [log c + βVT −1 ((1 + r)(k − c))]. 0≤c≤k



In principle you can compute VT (k) by iterating backwards from T = 0 using V0 (k) = log k. Let us compute V1 (k) for example. By the Bellman equation and V0 (k) = log k, we have V1 (k) = max [log c + βV0 ((1 + r)(k − c))] 0≤c≤k



= max [log c + β log((1 + r)(k − c))]. 0≤c≤k



The right-hand side is a concave function in c, so we can maximize it by setting the derivative equal to zero. The first-order condition is 1 −1 k +β = 0 ⇐⇒ k − c = βc ⇐⇒ c = . c k−c 1+β Therefore the value function is   k βk = (1 + β) log k + constant, V1 (k) = log + β log (1 + r) 1+β 1+β Where “constant” is some constant that depends only on the given parameters β, r.



6.2.4



Drawing cards



Suppose there are equal numbers of black and red cards (say N each), and you draw one card at a time. You have the option to stop at any time. The score you get when you stop is “number of black cards drawn” − “number of red cards drawn”. You want to maximize the expected score. What is the optimal strategy?
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Let b, r be the number of black and red cards that remain in the stack. Then you have already drawn N − b black cards and N − r red cards, so your current score is (N − b) − (N − r) = r − b. If you stop, you get r − b. If you continue, b (and b decreases on the next draw you draw a black card with probability b+r r by 1) and a red card with probability b+r (and r decreases by 1). Let V (b, r) be the expected score when b black cards and r red cards remain. Then the Bellman equation is   b r V (b, r) = max r − b, V (b − 1, r) + V (b, r − 1) . b+r b+r You can find the optimal strategy by iterating backwards from V (0, 0) = 0.



6.2.5



Optimal propose



Suppose you know you are going to meet N persons one at a time that you may want to marry. You can propose only once (possibly because your proposal will be 100% accepted and the cost of divorce is extremely high). The value of your potential partner is independently distributed uniformly over the interval 0 ≤ v ≤ 1. Having observed a candidate, you can either propose or wait to see the next candidate (but you cannot go back once forgone). You want to maximize the expected value of your marriage. What is the best strategy to propose? Let Vn (v) be the maximum expected value when faced with a candidate with value v and there are n candidates to go. Clearly V0 (v) = v. The Bellman equation is   Z 1 Vn (v) = max {v, E[Vn−1 (v ′ )]} = max v, Vn−1 (v ′ )dv ′ , 0



′



where the expectation is taken with respect to v , the value of the next candidate. In this case we can do more than writing down the Bellman equation. Since E[Vn−1 (v ′ )] is just a constant, say an , it follows that Vn (v) = max {v, an }. Therefore the optimal strategy is to propose if v ≥ an and wait otherwise. Using the definition of an and the Bellman equation, it follows that Z 1 an = E[Vn−1 (v ′ )] = Vn−1 (v ′ )dv ′ 0



an−1



=



Z



=



a2n−1



′



an−1 dv +



0



Z



1



v ′ dv ′ an−1



1 1 + (1 − a2n−1 ) = (1 + a2n−1 ). 2 2



Starting from a0 = 0, we can compute the threshold for proposing an .



6.3



General formulation



In general, we can formulate dynamic programming as follows. At each step, there are variables that defines your current situation, called state variables. Let xn be the state variable when there are n steps to go. (The state variable
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may be a number, a vector, or whatever is relevant for decision making. The dimension of xn may depend on n.) xn determines your constraint set, denoted by Γn (xn ). A feasible action is an element of the set Γn (xn ), which is called a control variable. By choosing a control yn , the next step’s state variable is determined by the law of motion xn−1 = gn (xn , yn ). (Here I am indexing the state and control variables by the number of steps to go, so x’s are counted backwards.) A sequence of state variables (xn , . . . , x0 ) and control variables (yn , . . . , y0 ) are said to be feasible if they satisfy the constraint and the law of motion. That is, yk ∈ Γk (xk ) and xk−1 = gk (xk , yk ) for all k = 0, . . . , n. Given a feasible sequence of state and control variables up to n steps from the last, n there corresponds a value (real number) Un ({(xk , yk )}k=0 ). (Fn is a function that takes as argument all present and future state and control variables.) We want to maximize or minimize Un depending on the context, but for concreteness assume that we want to maximize Un and let us call it the utility function. In order to apply dynamic programming, the utility function Un must admit a special recursive structure. That is, today’s utility must be a function of today’s state and control and tomorrow’s utility. Thus we have Un = fn (xn , yn , Un−1 ),



(6.1)



where the function fn is called the aggregator, assumed to be continuous and increasing in the third argument. The maximum of the feasible utility, n



Vn (xn ) = max {Un ({(xk , yk )}k=0 ) | (∀k)yk ∈ Γk (xk ), xk−1 = gk (xk , yk )} , (6.2) is called the value function. The following principle of optimality is extremely important. Theorem 6.1 (Principle of Optimality). Suppose that the aggregator fn (x, y, v) is continuous and increasing in v. Then Vn (xn ) =



max



yn ∈Γn (xn )



fn (xn , yn , Vn−1 (gn (xn , yn ))).



(6.3)



(6.3) is called the Bellman equation. Proof. For any feasible {(xk , yk )nk=0 }, we have Un ({(xk , yk )nk=0 })  n−1 )) = fn (xn , yn , Un−1 ( (xk , yk )k=0 ≤ fn (xn , yn , Vn−1 (xn−1 ))



(∵ (6.1)) (∵ (6.2), fn monotone)



= fn (xn , yn , Vn−1 (gn (xn , yn ))) ≤ max fn (xn , yn , Vn−1 (gn (xn , yn ))).



(∵ xn−1 feasible) (∵ yn feasible)



yn ∈Γn (xn )



Taking the maximum of the left-hand side over all feasible variables, we get Vn (xn ) ≤



max



yn ∈Γn (xn )



fn (xn , yn , Vn−1 (gn (xn , yn ))).



To show the reverse inequality, pick any yn ∈ Γn (xn ) and let xn−1 = gn (xn , yn ). By the definition of Vn−1 , for any v < Vn−1 (xn−1 ) there exists a feasible sequence
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  n−1 n−1 (xk , yk )k=0 such that v < Un−1 ( (xk , yk )k=0 ). Therefore Vn (xn ) ≥ Un ({(xk , yk )nk=0 })  n−1 = fn (xn , yn , Un−1 ( (xk , yk )k=0 )) ≥ fn (xn , yn , v).



(∵ (6.2))



(∵ (6.1)) (∵ fn monotone)



Since fn is continuous in v, letting v ↑ Vn−1 (xn−1 ) we get Vn (xn ) ≥ fn (xn , yn , Vn−1 (xn−1 )) = fn (xn , yn , Vn−1 (gn (xn , yn ))). Taking the maximum of the right-hand side with respect to yn ∈ Γn (xn ), we get Vn (xn ) ≥ max fn (xn , yn , Vn−1 (gn (xn , yn ))). yn ∈Γn (xn )



Remark. • The power of dynamic programming is to break a single optimization problem with many variables into multiple optimization problems with fewer numbers of variables. Without dynamic programming, the evaluation of the objective function alone might be a nightmare. For n example, in principle we get the utility function Un ({(xk , yk )}k=0 ) by iterating (6.1) backwards, but this function may be extremely complicated. • In the above formulation, I implicitly assumed that the optimization problem is deterministic, but the stochastic case is similar. In the stochastic case, the number of control variables increases exponentially with the number of steps. (For example, flipping a coin n times has 2n potential outcomes.) Then solving the optimization problem in one shot would be impossible when the number of steps is large. Dynamic programming would be the only practical way to solve the problem.



6.4



Solving dynamic programming problems



There are a few ways to solve dynamic programming problems.



6.4.1



Value function iteration



The most basic way to solve a dynamic programming problem is by value function iteration, also called backward induction. Under mild conditions, we know that the Bellman equation (6.3) holds. Starting from n = 0, which is merely Vn (x0 ) =



max



y0 ∈Γ0 (x0 )



Un (x0 , y0 ),



in principle we can compute Vn (xn ) by iterating the Bellman equation (6.3) from backwards. The knapsack problem, shortest path problem, and drawing cards problem can be solved this way on a computer, which is left as an exercise.
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Guess and verify



Sometimes we can guess the functional form of the value function from the structure of the problem. For example, in the optimal propose problem we know that the value function must be of the form Vn (v) = max {v, an } for some constant an , with a0 = 0. Then we derived a difference equation that an satisfies, 1 an = (1 + a2n−1 ). 2 Thus the original problem of finding the value function Vn (v) reduced to finding the number an . The optimal saving problem can also be solved by guess and verify. We know that V0 (k) = log k. We might guess that VT (k) = aT + bT log k, where aT and bT are some numbers. Assuming that this is correct, substituting into the Bellman equation we get aT + bT log k = max [log c + β(aT −1 + bT −1 log((1 + r)(k − c))]. 0≤c≤k



Taking the derivative of the right-hand side with respect to c and setting it equal to zero, we get k 1 βbT −1 . − = 0 ⇐⇒ c = c k−c 1 + βbT −1 Substituting this into the Bellman equation, we get aT + bT log k = log c + β(aT −1 + bT −1 log((1 + r)(k − c)) = (1 + βbT −1 ) log k + constant. In order for this to be an identity, it must be bT = 1 + βbT −1 , which is a first order linear difference equation (so can be solved). Since b0 = 1, the general term is 1 − β T +1 . bT = 1 + β + · · · + β T = 1−β There will also be a difference equation for aT , which I ignore. Therefore the optimal consumption is c=



1−β k = k 1 + βbT −1 1 − β T +1



when there are T periods to go. This formula means that you should consume 1−β a fraction 1−β T +1 when there are T periods to go, independent of the interest rate.



Exercises 6.1. What are the state variables of the knapsack problem, optimal saving problem, drawing cards, and optimal propose? What are the control variables? What are the aggregators?
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6.2. There are N types of coins. A coin of type n has integer value vn . You want to find the minimum number of coins needed for the value of the coins sums to S, where S ≥ 0 is an integer. 1. What is (are) the state variable(s)? 2. Write down the Bellman equation. 3. Solve the problem for S = 10 when N = 3 and (v1 , v2 , v3 ) = (1, 2, 4). 6.3. Suppose you live for 1 + T years and your utility function is E



T X



β t u(ct ),



t=0



where ct is consumption. At each time t you get a job offer (income) yt coming from some distribution. If you accept the job, you get yt each year for the rest of your life. If you reject the job, you get unemployment benefit b today and you can search a job next period. Assume that you cannot save or borrow, so you spend all your income every period. Write down the Bellman equation. 6.4. You have a call option on a stock with strike price K and time to expiration T . This means that if you exercise the option at time t ≤ T when the stock price is St , you will get St − K at t. If you don’t exercise the option, you will get nothing. You want to exercise the option so as to maximize the expected discounted payoff   1 max {St − K, 0} , E (1 + r)t



where t is the exercise date and r is the interest rate. Assume that the gross return of the stock is ( St+1 1 + µ + σ, (with probability πu ) = St 1 + µ − σ, (with probability πd )



where µ > 0 is the expected return, σ > µ is the volatility, and πu + πd = 1. 1. What is (are) the state variable(s)? 2. Write down the Bellman equation that the option value satisfies. 3. Compute the option value when T = 1 and the current stock price is S, where S < K < (1 + µ + σ)S. 6.5 (C). Suppose you currently have a T year mortgage at fixed interest rate r, which you can keep or refinance once. Assume that there are J types of mortgage in the market and S states of the world. The term of mortgage j is Tj years and the interest rate is rjs in state s. The transition probability from PS state s to s′ is πss′ , so s′ =1 πss′ = 1. Letting the mortgage payment at time t be mt , your objective is to minimize the discounted expected payments X E β t mt , t≥1



where β > 0 is a discount factor.
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1. What are the state variables? 2. Write down the Bellman equation. (Hint: the objective function is linear in mortgage payments, so consider the value function per dollar borrowed.) 6.6. Set up concrete numbers for the knapsack problem, the shortest path problem, and the drawing cards problem. Solve the problems using your favorite software (Google Spreadsheet, Matlab, etc.). For those ambitious, write a computer code that solves the problems given any input. 6.7. You are a potato farmer. You start with some stock of potatoes. At each time, you can eat some of them and plant the rest. If you plant x potatoes, you will harvest Axα potatoes at the beginning of the next period, where A, α > 0. You want to maximize your utility from consuming potatoes T X



β t log ct ,



t=0



where 0 < β < 1 is the discount factor, ct > 0 is consumption of potatoes at time t, and T is the number of periods you live. 1. If you have k potatoes now and consume c out of it, how many potatoes can you harvest next period? 2. Let VT (k) be the maximum utility you get when you start with k potatoes. Write down the Bellman equation. 3. Solve for the optimal consumption when T = 1. 4. Guess that VT (k) = aT + bT log k for some constants aT , bT . Assuming that this guess is correct, derive a relation between bT and bT −1 . 6.8 (C). Consider the optimal saving problem with the utility function T X t=0



βt



c1−γ t , 1−γ



where γ > 0 and γ 6= 1. 1. Write down the Bellman equation. 1−γ



2. Show that the value function must be of the form VT (k) = aT k1−γ for some aT > 0 with a0 = 1. 3. Take the first-order condition and express the optimal consumption as a function of aT −1 . 4. Substitute the optimal consumption into the Bellman equation and derive a relation between aT and aT −1 . 5. Solve for aT and the optimal consumption rule. 6.9 (C). Consider the optimal saving problem with stochastic interest rates. Let rs be the interest rate in state s ∈ {1, . . . , S}, and let πss′ be the probability of moving from state s to s′ .
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1. Write down the Bellman equation. 1−γ



2. Show that the value function must be of the form VT (k, s) = as,T k1−γ for some as,T > 0 with as,0 = 1. 3. By solving for the optimal consumption rule, derive a relation between S as,T and {as′ ,T −1 }s′ =1 .
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